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LIBRARY NEWSLETTER
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF IFLA & ALA
“To stay proactive and anticipate our library user’s needs, we are continuing to ascertain what
our primary patron base really needs. Right now, we are focusing on remote instruction. People
can always contact us to get what they need, and we will continue to do our best to anticipate and
meet the needs of our users moving forward through these unprecedented times. Thank you for
supporting the University Library, and please stay safe and be well. We look forward to seeing you
again in person as soon as it is safe for us all to do so.”
AUE Library Manager

Days
Sunday - Thursday

Timing
9.00 AM – 7.00 PM

Friday

9.00 AM – 5.00 PM

Saturday

9.00 AM – 5.00 PM

LIBRARY/STAFF TIMINGS
NAME

TIMING

Working from Campus

Working from Home

Mr Abdalla Barakat
Ms Salma Sheik

9.00 AM – 5.00 PM
9.00 AM – 5.00 PM

Sunday – Tuesday
Sunday – Tuesday

Wednesday & Thursday
Wednesday & Thursday

Mr Durai Murugan

9.00 AM – 5.00 PM

Wednesday – Friday

Monday - Tuesday

Mr Abdelhafid Barir

11.00 AM – 7.00 PM

Tuesday – Thursday

Sunday & Monday

Mr Mohamed Hassan

11.00 AM – 7.00 PM

Saturday - Monday

Tuesday & Wednesday

e-Marefa DataBank for Islamic
e-Marefa DataBank for Islamic
Economics & Finance
Economics & Finance

e-Marefa DataBank for Social
Sciences

e-Marefa
DataBank
forfor
Islamic
e-Marefa
DataBank
Arab
Economics
& Finance
Polls

e-Marefa DataBank for
Humanities

e-Marefa DataBank for Military
and Security

e-Marefa DataBank for Islamic
Economics & Finance

Some of e-Marefa Database Offerings

e-Marefa Database

We are pleased to announce that we have now
partnered with Knowledge World Company for Digital
Content, which was established in Jordan, only to be
taken over by the Knowledge World Company in the
year 2009. Interestingly, it is an establishment known
for the production of Arabic digital knowledge under the
brand of e-Marefa Database. The e-Marefa Database is
the region’s leading and integrated Online Arab
Database of complete text and comprehensive
metadata that contains around 2,200,000 records
including, academic journals, articles, thesis and
dissertations, e-books & book reviews, statistical
reports, research abstracts, conference proceedings,
etc. and covering all disciplines and fields. The eMarefa Learning Databases is primarily involved in
developing the digital Arab content and its indicators
and it is considered as one of the largest global
databases of Arab content and information.

Partnerships
The
Department
of
Academic
Support Services at a meeting with
departmental chairs on the 24th June
2021, shared information about the
services of the department. The
Library reports in the Department of
Academic Support Services in the
Enrollment Management and Student
Support Services Division under VP
Dr. Nisrin Rannak. Mr. Durai
Murugan, College Librarian made an
eloquent presentation and Mr.
Abdalla Barakat, Library Manager
was able to field questions from the
Departmental Chairs. Issues raised
were related to the challenges faced
by the library. A follow up partnership
meeting is planned during Fall 2021
where common partnerships will be
discussed between the library as well
as other units in the Department of
Academic Support Services and the
Colleges.

Services








Arab Thesis and Dissertations
e-Books
Research Abstracts
Arabic Reviews of International Theses &
Dissertations
Book Reviews
Academic & Statistical Periodicals

The Backbone of a Library—Databases

PROQUEST
OFFERINGS
- ProQuest Central…………..
ProQuest Central brings
together many of our most
used databases to create
the most comprehensive,
diverse, and relevant
multidisciplinary research
database available. It
provides access to
databases across all major
subject areas.. The collection
includes thousands of full-text
scholarly journals, trade and
professional titles,
newspapers, magazines,
dissertations, working papers,
case studies, and market
reports all together on a
powerful, user-friendly
platform.
- Academic Complete……..
A continuously expanding
collection of multi-disciplinary
ebooks delivered on Ebook
Central. Academic
Complete comes with a
growing selection of more
than 200,0000 titles that
support curricula, graduation
rate trends and emerging
courses.
All titles are selected for
quality and relevance, with
titles from prestigious
publishers from all over the
world covering main subject
areas all libraries need.
- Summon…………………….
Summon discovery solution
enables users to uncover a
wealth of academic content
through a simple, userfriendly interface. Carefully
designed to meet both
patrons’ and librarians’
needs, Summon improves
the discovery of your library’s
collection and institutional
resources.
Libraries can leverage robust
capabilities through an out-of
-the-box interface or an API.

EMPOWERING RESEARCHERS

IMPROVING UNIVERSITY

OPTIMIZING LIBRARY BUDGETS
ProQuest is committed to empowering researchers and librarians around the world. The company’s portfolio of assets drives
better research outcomes for users and greater efficiency for
the libraries and organizations that serve them.
ProQuest is a key partner for the American University of the
Emirates content holders of all types, preserving and enabling

access to their rich and varied information. These partnerships
have built a growing content collection that now encompasses 90,000 authoritative sources, 6 billion digital pages and
spans six centuries. This vast content allows serious research of
virtually any research topic from multiple perspectives and
across multiple formats. Precision search of the content is enabled through ProQuest’s renowned ability to structure data for
simple access and discovery by students, scholars and information seekers of all kinds.

NEW BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY
This month we are showcasing some of our faculty’s newest additions to the AUE
Libraries electronic and hard copy book collection. The titles are diverse and range
from topics that include: psychology, education, political science, Law,
Administration and Public Relations to name a few. To access the full books
please visit or log onto the library website .
Do you have an idea of materials we should add to our collection? Complete
the Materials Suggestion Form. All requests will be reviewed by the Collections
Development team.
The AUE Library opens the doors for you!!
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